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CRAZY CLEAN ALL PURPOSE CLEANER SW031 31W SOLD IN CANADA

Crazy Clean All Purpose Cleaner cleans 'like crazy' and may be the only general cleaning spray needed for most cleaning situations. Spray on and wipe off to remove dirty hand prints from walls and doors, scuff and crayon marks, grease spots, soot stains and smoke film.

Also sold in a 15 oz. can SW030

AMMONIATED GLASS CLEANER SW043

An ammoniated glass cleaner that removes grease, dirt, grime and grilt. This product features a high-coverage mist which allows for quick and easy application to any surface.

GLASS CLEANER SW050 50W SOLD IN CANADA

For cleaning and polishing glass, mirrors, windshields and windows. This easy-to-use, fast acting product uses a clinging foam to break up soils and hold them - even on vertical surfaces. There is no dripping, no running and no streaking. With an exclusive formulation using denatured alcohol and no ammonia, this product cleans thoroughly, dries quickly, requires no rinsing and leaves a pleasant, fresh aroma.

CHEWING GUM REMOVER SW813

This product makes the messy job of removing chewing gum, candle wax, putty and other gummy substances quick and neat. The ‘freeze action’ feature actually hardens the gum and turns it brittle enough to remove from carpeting, fabrics or hard surfaces such as desktops. No staining or chemical residue is left behind. NOTE: Care should be exercised when using this product as frostbite may occur if sprayed on the skin.

GRILL AND OVEN CLEANER SW826

A heavy-duty formulation that works on grease, cooked-on foods and other cooking soils for daytime application or overnight cleaning. An effective product that is safe for use on porcelain, glass, ceramics & cast iron surfaces. This formula penetrates, emulsifies and holds the soils so you can wipe the surface clean with water. The thick foam application clings to vertical surfaces and won’t run or drip.

GEL VANDAL MARK REMOVER SW880

The Gel Vandal Mark Remover is specially designed to remove vandal marks from different types of surfaces. This product is formulated with a special blend of solvents to remove crayon, pencil, ink, spray paint and lipstick. It’s also ideal for removing tape marks, scuff marks and waxes. Spray directly onto marked or stained surfaces – let stand – then wipe or rinse off. For difficult marks, spray again and use a stiff brush to agitate the area.

ORANGE CITRUS CRAZY CLEAN SW985

Orange Citrus Crazy Clean is fortified with a natural orange citrus solvent (d-limonene) that cleans and deodorizes most surfaces. Simply spray this foaming product and wipe clean. It contains no chlorinated solvents, petroleum distillates or glycol ethers. This product is safe for use on washable, painted surfaces.

FURNITURE POLISH SW811

An emulsion polish formulation that dusts and cleans in one easy application. A rich blend of silicones, cleaners and lemon oil that cleans and polishes a wide variety of surfaces leaving behind a pleasant lemon fragrance and a hard, dust-free shine that lasts. Removes finger marks, smudges, grease marks and stains in one step. You may spray directly onto the surface to be cleaned or on a clean cloth for those hard to reach areas. Use this product on: Furniture • Formica • Plastic • Appliances • Fixtures • Metal • Leather • Marble

STAINLESS STEEL CLEANER SW841

No. 841 Stainless Steel Cleaner cleans, polishes and protects stainless steel without hard rubbing or polishing. This product resists fingerprints, grease and water spatter while helping to preserve the factory finish. In addition, it removes old or heavy accumulations of greasy film, food spatter or oil stains. It contains no acid or abrasive substance and it will not leave a powdery residue. Use sparingly - a little goes a long way!

DISINFECTANTS

DISINFECTANT SPRAY FOR HEALTH CARE USE SW015DIN

Excellent for use in health care settings such as hospitals, nursing homes, schools and institutions. This product is a must for your disinfecting jobs after cleaning. A phenol-based, product that disinfects Polio Virus Types 1 and 2, Influenza A2/Hong Kong Virus, and Herpes Simplex Virus Types 1 and 2 on inanimate environmental surfaces. It is also tuberculocidal, bactericidal, staphylocidal, virucidal, fungicidal, pseudomonocidal and is effective controlling mold and mildew on hard, nonporous surfaces.

DISINFECTANT SURFACE CLEANER SW866DIN

This foaming all purpose cleaner, disinfects, deodorizes and cleans all in one step. Spray it on and wipe it off. It cleans and disinfects without scouring or scratching surfaces. Kills most germs, such as bacterialid, staphylocidal, pseudomonocidal, and virucidal. Will disinfect Influenza A2/Japan Virus and Herpes Simplex Virus Types 1 and 2 on hard, inanimate, nonporous environmental surfaces. An EPA registered product that saves time by performing two cleaning operations in one step.

Sold in Canada only.

All products are labeled for sale in the USA and Canada unless otherwise noted.

for more information or SDS, visit us on the web at www.spraywayinc.com
AIR FRESHENERS

AIR & FABRIC DEODORIZERS
These air fresheners are specially formulated to eliminate offensive odors in the air without wet fallout. As a dry product, they can be used safely on surfaces to fight odors trapped in all kinds of fabrics without staining. The spray mist particles penetrate fabrics, reach trapped odors and eliminate them. Will not leave a residue or stain the fabric. These fast acting deodorizers will neutralize stale tobacco odors in the air and fabrics and leave behind a fresh scent.

Available in the following fragrances:
- TROPICAL FRUIT SW165
- APPLE BLOSSOM SW161
- CINNAMON SW162
- BABY POWDER SW167

MALODOR NEUTRALIZER SW190
This malodorant, deodorizer and air freshener is specially formulated to eliminate offensive odors while in the air. With its dryness, it can be used safely on surfaces to fight odors trapped in all kinds of fabrics without staining or fallout. The fine particles penetrate fabrics, reach trapped odors and eliminate them.

ATTACK ODOUR COUNTERACTANT & AIR FRESHENER 586CW
A total and complete spray that eliminates tough odors in the air and combats odors trapped in all kinds of carpeting, upholstery, draperies, fabric, and clothing. Chemically neutralizes foul odors by penetrating and removing the odor from its source. Removes unpleasant bathroom odors, smoking odors, kitchen odors, pet odors and other foul odors.

Pleasant Citrus Fragrance.

METERED AIR FRESHENERS
The dry formula time mist eliminates messy fall-out on counters and floors. Eliminates smoke and other malodors with time interval spray. Lasts for over 30 days. Packed 12 cans per case.

Available in the following fragrances:
- DUTCH APPLE SW104
- FRESH LINEN SW110
- MULBERRY BREEZE SW106
- CITRUS BURST SW112
- WILD CHERRY SW107
- MARVELOUS MANGO SW116
- A TOUCH OF VANILLA SW108
- COUNTRY GARDEN SW118
- CUCUMBER MELON SW109

METERED AIR DISPENSER CL-7MADISP-C
This air freshener is a counteractant and not a masking product. The active ingredient Ordenone® is a concentrated compound that works on contact to entrap malodor molecules. This air freshener leaves a pleasant, long-lasting fragrance while ridding areas of undesirable odors.

• Uses 2 "C" batteries / Lasts over 1 year depending on settings
• Approximately 8.5" tall

Available in the following fragrances:
- MULBERRY MIST SW240
- CLEAN BREEZE SW575
- CITRUS BURST SW244

FABRIC & CARPET CLEANERS

FABRIC CLEANER PLUS SW568
This formulation quickly and effectively removes soils from most upholstered fabrics. The high foam does not soak into fabric but leaves the fabric clean and dry with a fresh wintergreen scent.

FABRIC CLEANER SW558
This formulation quickly and effectively removes soils from most upholstered fabrics. Cleans effectively without leaving the fabric wet. The inverted valve allows for cleaning hard to reach areas. Leaves the surface clean and dry with a fresh spearmint fragrance.

CARPET SPOTTER PLUS SW676
This extra-strength, water-based, universal spot & stain remover is a fast acting spotter reinforced with surfactants and wetting agents that immediately remove most spots. The forceful spray and non-foaming formula quickly penetrate for fast spot removal. Upright valve for fast, forceful penetration.

FOAMING RUG & UPHOLSTERY CLEANER

SW869 US LABEL ONLY
This fast and easy-to-use product cleans rugs and upholstery. Perfect for spot cleaning and ideal for spills and stains, No. 869 releases ground-in dirt from carpets, rugs and upholstery -- including velour. One can cleans a 9” x 12’ rug.

NOTE: Not for use on silk upholstery.

FLOOR TREATMENT

BASEBOARD & WAX STRIPPER SW856

SW857W SOLD IN CANADA
This heavy-duty foaming product is designed to remove excess dirt and floor finish where floor machines cannot reach. The thick, penetrating foam clings to vertical surfaces like baseboards for easy removal of wax and dirt build-up.

DUST MOP TREATMENT SW875
An easy-to-use product to control dust on any surface. Spray it on your dust mop or cloth with the fine mist application and prevent germ-filled dust from scattering. Reduces airborne dust when cleaning to help protect the building environment and extend the life of your floor finish. When replacing filters on heating and air conditioning systems, spray the filter before putting in place. This will reduce the amount of dust which again becomes airborne.

AIR FRESHENERS WITH ORDENONE
Available in the following fragrances:
- MULBERRY MIST SW240
- CLEAN BREEZE SW575
- CITRUS BURST SW244
OTHER GREAT SPRAYWAY PRODUCTS

BIO ENZYMATIC CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANER SW589
- Fast acting enzymes safely remove stubborn stains & odor-causing organic matter
- Inverted spray with foaming action penetrates deep into carpet and upholstery fibers
- Effective on spots caused by coffee, milk, wine and other mishaps

VINYL & LEATHER CLEANER SW990
- Removes stains, smudges, fingerprints, salt and dirt for a like-new appearance
- Cleans, protects and restores vinyl tops, interiors and white walls
- Ideal for both vinyl and leather surfaces
- Contains oil of mink
- New leather scent

LEATHER CLEANER & CONDITIONER SW991
- Conditions, renews and protects with a thick foaming mousse
- Special conditioners enhance and moisturize leather surfaces
- Leaves a water-repellent treatment that allows leather to breathe
- New leather scent

CRAZY CLEAN WIPES SW983
- Industrial strength waterless cleaner
- Cuts through the toughest tar, grease, wax, ink, paint, lubricants, and adhesive
- Extremely versatile
- Can be used for nearly any job, from cleaning tools and wiping hands, to cleaning machinery and other surfaces
- Gentle on skin - fortified with an emollient, that won’t crack or dry hands.
- Textured side of the fabric won’t scratch surfaces and is ideal for scrubbing tough soils
- Smooth side wipes surfaces clean
- Leaves a pleasant citrus scent and no residue
- NET CONTENTS: 70 WIPES

Aerosol cans are made of steel, the world’s most recycled material.
- Our cans are made with 25% to 32% recycled steel depending on can style.
- The caps and spray tips are recyclable.
- Our shipping box utilizes 37% recycled material.
- Fact...65% of steel containers are recycled versus 6% of plastic containers.